
Rethinking Transportation 
 

By Kathryn Ripstein, Community Energy Educator   

Electric vehicles (EVs) are seeing an all-time 
rise in popularity as more and more 
consumers are considering making the switch 
to electric vehicles. Fifty years ago, you may 
have spotted an electric car here or there on 
the road. In today's market, it is not 
uncommon to see a handful in the parking lot 
of your local grocery store or to pass one or 
two on the road during your morning 
commute. So what is leading to the popularity 
of these vehicles? 

Going back to the 1970s, EVs existed but just could not compete with the more popular gasoline-powered 
motor vehicle. There were only a handful of models on the market, they were more expensive than gasoline-
powered cars, their average top speed was approximately 40 mph and they could only travel 40 miles before 
needing to be recharged. Not exactly a practical option in the North Country where driving distances to 
work, school, or the grocery store can easily exceed that.  

Fast forward to today, awareness of the global climate crisis is growing, pushing human ingenuity to find 
ways to live cleaner and greener. Advancements in technology have cut the cost of the EV battery in half 
while also improving its performance, making the electric vehicle much more affordable and practical for the 
average American family. While an EV could only travel 40 miles in the 1970s before needing to be 
recharged, EVs can now travel to distances of 200 miles! In addition, government-funded infrastructure has 
led to the installation of thousands of charging locations across the US allowing consumers to travel longer 
distances without the worry of how they will recharge. Today’s market now includes approximately 23 
model plug-in electric cars and 36 hybrid vehicle models featuring a variety of sizes ranging from compact 
cars to trucks.  

So if you are considering an EV for your next purchase, there are a few things you should know before you 
buy. First, the New York State Energy Research and Development Authority provides a rebate of up to 
$2,000 on new EV purchases/leases through their Drive Clean Rebate Program. To take advantage of the 
rebate you must purchase or lease a qualifying vehicle from a participating dealership. More information on 
qualified purchases and participating dealerships can be found on NYSERDA’s Drive Clean Rebate website. In 
addition, the Drive Clean Rebate can be combined with a Federal Tax Credit of up to $7,500!  

If you have any questions on EVs or the Drive Clean Rebate Program please reach out to our Community 
Energy Educator Kathryn Ripstein at 315-788-8450 ext. 232.  
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Contact us for more information at 315-788-8450  
or jefferson@cornell.edu.  

Visit our website at www.ccejefferson.org. 

https://www.nyserda.ny.gov/All%20Programs/Programs/Drive%20Clean%20Rebate
https://www.facebook.com/ccejefferson/
https://www.instagram.com/cce_jefferson/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCSt2HmdzWnSyAqmWRF7TOVA?view_as=subscriber
https://www.linkedin.com/company/cornell-cooperative-extension-of-jefferson-county/

